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Fibershed and Chesapeake Fibershed background
Sustainable Cloth Challenge
How Will It End?
Next Steps

www.Fibershed.org
Mission:
● Develop regional and
regenerating natural fiber
and dye systems
● Implement climate
beneficial agriculture
● Rebuild regional
manufacturing
● Connect wearers and
users to fiber source
● Support the journey to
slow fashion

Started by
Rebecca
Burgess in 2010
to develop and
wear a locally
grown and
produced
prototype
wardrobe.

www.ChesapeakeFibershed.com
●
●
●

Create a regional network and community
from producer to user
Support and strengthen our local textile fiber
economy
Promote environmentally sustainable textile
chain practices

Local art by Nicolas Stebbins 2021

Fast Fashion: The Challenge Opportunity
Fact: Pace of fashion production has increased such that one garbage truck of textiles goes to
landfills or incinerators every second!

Think large conglomerate producers, global retailers, cloths processed
thousands of miles apart, mega-processing plants!

Slow Fashion: The Challenge Journey
What we wear should support our biosphere!
From Fibershed.org:
1. Wear natural fibers
2. Avoid plastic clothing
3. Choose quality garments over quantity
4. Keep clothing in use for as long as you can

Think artisans, farmers markets, and self-sustainers!
Think sustainable or regenerative agriculture, local
scale processing plants, local retail outlets!
https://fibershed.org/programs/education-advocacy/slow-fashion/

Fibershed is
transforming how
we produce and
consume clothing
and textiles!

Challenge
Sustainable Cloth: Farm to Home and Closet

Your Challenge: Repurpose or create a wearable or household item from
materials within our fibershed region
Join a year of making textiles together!
Let’s inspire, explore, and support making local textiles!
A community venture, rooted in the Chesapeake Bay
Watershed, and branching through virtual (and eventual onsite)
communications, stories, and celebrations to envision and
manifest a planet friendly textile industry!

Sustainable Cloth Research Streams
Sustainable Cloth: Farm to Home and Closet

Travel one or more research streams below to your goal!

Embracing … our place
What can we make from where
we stand!

Re-envisioning … our
resources

Borrowing … across our
boundaries

What can we make by
repurposing or renewing what
we already have!

Get the help of our neighbors!

Challenge Guidelines
Sustainable Cloth: Farm to Home and Closet
Embracing...our place
After a year of “staying” in place, we are perhaps even more poised to celebrate and acknowledge the rich resources and
capacities available in our immediate surroundings. Embrace this research stream if you are ready to glean from what is
available: work with all local fibers, natural dyes, and local talent to create your textile item.
Guideline (Fully or Mostly natural and locally acquired)
o
o
o
o
o

Fabric materials (fiber, dye, processing) must be farmed and processed within our fibershed.
Fabric fibers must be natural.
Dyeing must use natural and non-synthetic compounds.
Patterns sourced from local designers including yourself!
Notions (threads, buttons, zippers, etc.) are exempt.

Challenge Guidelines
Sustainable Cloth: Farm to Home and Closet
Re-envisioning...our resources
Extending the life of our existing textiles plays an important role in reducing global textile waste. Take a deep dive into
clothing restoration through the artistic and time-honored practices of mending and repurposing. Re-envision a new life for
our existing textiles. Keeping textiles free of landfills and non-polluting is a slow fashion goal. Share your stories through
documentation of where and how the original cloth was sourced and made. Describe how your practices create a new path
towards extension and sustainability of that cloth.
Envision this research to highlight the materials and methods used to extend the life of cloth. Re-envision naturally!
Guideline (Pre-existing and locally acquired)
o
o
o

Provenance and raw materials of cloth are documented either by attached label or personally attested history.
Materials must be repurposed goods and from local suppliers.
Added materials and embellishments must follow “Embracing” guidelines.

Challenge Guidelines
Sustainable Cloth: Farm to Home and Closet
Borrowing…across our boundaries
Sometimes growth requires compromise and the help of neighbors. We may need to extend our boundaries in order to source the
ecologically and ethically sustainable materials. Your research will identify the components and materials to complete your apparel or
household item where we need to reach across our boundaries of the Chesapeake Fibershed.

Guideline (Fully or Mostly natural and locally acquired)
o
o

The primary (50% or more) fabric component must be farmed and processed within our fibershed.
Components which require crossing boundaries should strive to be purchased as close to the Chesapeake
Fibershed as possible. It is recognized that there may be desired materials which may require further travels,
but these should have a documented purposeful intent.

o

Notions (threads, buttons, zippers, etc.) are exempt.

Challenge
Sustainable Cloth: Farm to Home and Closet

Resources

- Connect
-

Follow us on Facebook and Instagram @chesapeakefibershed

- Learn more at chesapeakefibershed.com
- Reach out to chesapeakefibershed@gmail.com
- Grant opportunities are available

Fashion Exhibit (virtual and/or live)
Sustainable Cloth: Farm to Home and Closet

Next Steps
- Join
- Register on the website
- Pick your initial stream of interest!
- Decide what you’ll make!
- Participate!
- Another introductory meeting in September
- Challenge workshops on last Sunday’s of the month.
- Next (and first) challenge workshop is Halloween, 10/31 @ 3pm

Q&A

